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• New Manifest Form (EPA Form 8700-22)
• New Continuation Form (Form 8700-22A)
• State Agencies NO LONGER provide manifest document
• For instructions, examples, registry, state requirements & method codes open:
  http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hazwaste/gener/manifest/
Why the need to change?

- Industry Request
- Confusing, burdensome & inconsistency between States waste codes & documents
- Standardizes form for all 50 States
- Preparation for E-manifest
- Printing standardization
Manifest Fields

- Item 1 - Generator EPA ID
- Item 2 - Page __ of __
- Item 3 - Emergency Response # (NEW)
- Item 4 - Manifest Tracking Number
- Item 5 – 8 - Gen, Trans & TSD Info
- Item 9 – 13 - Description, codes, quantities
- Item 14 - Special Handling Instructions
Manifest Fields

- Item 15 - Gen Status Certification (NEW)
- Item 16 - International (NEW)
- Item 17 - Transporter signature/date
- Item 18 & 18a - Discrepancy (NEW)
- Item 18b & 18c - Alternate Facility (NEW)
- Item 19 - Method Codes (NEW)
- Item 20 - Designated Facility Receipt
Generator Requirements

- Prepare manifest [262.20(a)1]
- Designate alternate facility or accept waste back if undeliverable [262.20(d)]
- Use approved manifest form [262.21(g)1]
- Determine if consignment state requires copies or regulates additional wastes [262.21(g)2]
Generator Requirements

• Complete Item 15 to certify generator status [262.27]
• Returned shipments using original manifest - sign at Item 18c upon receipt [262.34 m]
• Returned shipments using new manifest - sign at Item 20 upon receipt [262.34 m]
Transporter Requirements

• Accepting exported waste - ensure waste accompanied by manifest and conforms to EPA Acknowledgement of Consent [263.20(a)]

• Unable to deliver waste due emergency condition other than rejection - contact generator for instructions and revise manifest accordingly [263.21(b)1]
Transporter Requirements

• Shipment rejected while transporter still on site - comply with the applicable requirements of 40 C.F.R. 263.21(b)2
TSDF Requirements

- Upon receipt of waste owner, operator or agent must:
  - Sign and date all copies
  - Note any discrepancies
  - Give transporter copy
  - Send copy to generator within 30 days
  - Retain copies for 3 years [264.71(a)2]
TSDF Requirements

• Send copy to Department within 30 days receipt of imported waste [264.71(a)3]
• Reconcile significant manifest discrepancies with generator within 15 days or inform DEP [264.72(c)]
TSDF Requirements

• Instructions for rejecting waste or if container residue exceeds quantity for “empty” [264.72(d)]

• Instructions for full or partial load rejections to be sent to an alternate facility [264.72(e)]

• Instructions for rejected wastes and residues that must be sent back to the generator [264.72(f)]
New Jersey Requirements

• Proposed to be removed in N.J.A.C. 7:26G:
  - 6.1(c)5 (properly completing)
  - 6.1(c)9 (copy submittal)
  - 6.2 (hierarchy)
  - 6.3(a)1, 6.3(a)1i, 6.3(a)1ii, 6.3(a)2, 6.3(b) and 6.3(c) (rejections)
Contact Names and Web Links

• EPA Office of Solid Waste -
  **Bryan Groce**
  Tel. (703) 308-8750
  ______ e-mail groce.bryan@epa.gov

  **Wanda LeBleu**
  Tel. (703) 308-0438
  ______ e-mail lebleu.wanda@epa.gov

• NJDEP Manifest Section -
  **Ferd Scaccetti, Supervisor**
  PO Box 0422
  Trenton, NJ  08625

  Main (609) 292-7081   Direct (609) 984-2161